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Inthispaper, wesuggestthatine±ciency may beanindirect, on-the-job
compensationtoagents in anorganization. We show howto useactualpro-
ductiondatatorevealthe trade-o®sbetweendi®erentine±ciencies(slacks).
Moreover, we discuss how to use this to improve productivity analysis as
well as decision making and incentive provisions in organizations.
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11 Introduction
Technical ine±ciency is often interpreted as waste following the concept of X-
e±ciency by Leibenstien (1966, 1978). It means that too many inputs have
been used to produce too few outputs. According to Leibenstein, X-e±ciency is
primarily caused by lack of motivation and lack of knowledge. If an ine±cient
¯rm does not motivate its employees su±ciently to save inputs and expand out-
puts, performance may be improved by redesigning the incentive structures. If
ine±ciency is caused by lack of information, performance may be increased by
improving the markets for knowledge, learning etc.
Along similar lines, ine±ciency may be related to sub-optimal decision pro-
cedures. According to work by Chris Argyris (cf. e.g. Leibenstein and Maital
(1994)) the main source of technical ine±ciency in ¯rms is `defensive behavior'.
Employees are often reluctant to admit that their decisions were wrong { even
though they themselves are aware of it. Thus the problem is not lack of infor-
mation on how to optimize performance but rather lack of willingness to use this
information in order to improve on procedures. According to the literature on
organizational learning this problem lies in the structure of the organization.
On the other hand, technical ine±ciency can also be interpreted as the result
of model mis-speci¯cations. Measured wastemay simply re°ect that notall inputs
or outputs are accounted for, that heterogeneous inputs and outputs are pooled
or that the assumed relationship between inputs and outputs is °awed. Taking
this perspective, we should either refrain from making e±ciency judgments or we
should improve our modeling.
In this paper, we propose to explain or rationalize the presence of ine±ciency.
As such, we follow up on related thoughts by Stigler (1976) who argues against
Leibenstein's concept of X-e±ciency since "Leibenstein does not attempt to un-
derstand the allocation of "ine±cient" resources, and hence does not see the
necessity for attributing his X-ine±ciency to speci¯c inputs". In short, we try to
do exactly that: we see ine±ciency and in particular the allocation of ine±ciency
(slack) among di®erent inputs as the result of a rational choice made by that
¯rm.
There are many possible rationales for slack.
Measured ine±ciency can be part of the (fringe) compensation paid to stake
holders, e.g. the employees, the owners, the local community etc., and it may
actually be the cheapest way to provide such compensation1.
Ine±ciency can also contribute to incentives. For example, the ¯rm can pay
its employees more than their opportunity costs in order to make them work
e±ciently out of fear of the harsh penalty associated with a dismissal for poor
1By the law of diminishing marginal rates of substitution, the marginal value of the ¯rst on-
the-job excessive $-spending may exceed the value of the last o®-the-job $-spending. Moreover,
in a tax burdened society, the tax free on-the-job consumption has clear advantages over tax
burdened private o®-the-job consumption.
2performance. It can create loyal employees and thereby reduce costly turnovers
in the labor force2. Moreover, the cost of eliminating the ine±ciency may exceed
the worth of the waste. For example, extensive and costly monitoring may be
necessary to eliminate slack or to substitute for a more high powered incentive
scheme with harsh penalties. Similarly, painful arbitrations among groups and
unions may be needed to eliminate ine±ciency, and the arbitration costs may
exceed the cost of the ine±ciency.
In the organizational literature, technical ine±ciency is also recognized as a
possibly useful resource. Cyert and March (1963) de¯ne organizational slack as
"the di®erence between total resources and total necessary payments". Thus,
organizational slack can be interpreted as the existence of excess resources to
produce a given output (technical ine±ciency). In the literature there has been
numerous discussions of theuseof organizational slack as a bu®erfor uncertainty,
as a means of de-coupling activities and hereby diminishing the information °ow
and coordination among subunits and as a necessity for providing resources for
innovation, cf. e.g.. Galbraith(1974) and Stabler and Sydow(2001).
Technical ine±ciencymay also becausedbyrent seeking behavior. In a regime
where an organization is allocated a budget along with an output requirement, it
mayuseresources in order to obtain better funding by manipulating the principal
(or fonder). Part of the work force may, for example, beacting as lobbyists whose
only contribution to the ¯rm is to increaseits probability of better funding (given
the same output requirement). What appears to be technical ine±ciency at a
given point in time may hence be an attempt to maximize the expected pro¯t in
the long run3.
The model and approach of this paper furthermore links up with the bureau-
cracy literature. Bureaucracies are popularly viewed as organizations which - ab-
sent a pro¯t motiveand freefrom the discipline of the market -pursue non-pro¯t
maximizing objectives. Niskanen(1971) argues that the managers derive utility
from the size of thebudget and that this may lead to production that exceeds the
socially optimal size. The bureaucrat may well use a cost-minimizing mix of in-
put but the level of resource use is socially ine±cient. Migu¶ e and B¶ elanger(1974)
combined this idea with the Williamson(1964) assumption that managers prefer
larger sta®. This means that the bureaucrat no longer uses a cost-minimizing
mix of inputs given observed input prices. DeAllessi(1974) and others, on the
2Explanations along these lines are used also in the so-called e±ciency wage theory - only
in this case to explain why a ¯rm may pay wages in excess of those that clear the market and
why high wages and unemployment may coexist, cf. e.g. Weiss(1990).
3Originally rent seeking was used to explain that the welfare loss of monopoly was greater
than assumed by the conventional theory of industrial organization. Here part of the loss in
consumers surplus associated with a higher monopoly price is supposed to be transferred to
the monopolist as rent (pro¯t). However, if the government grants the right to obtain (and
protect) a monopoly, ¯rms will tend to invest resources in obtaining this right. Those resources
are socially wasteful and should consequently be added to welfare loss connected with monopoly
(cf. Tullock (1967)).
3other hand, have argued that the managers will bias towards more capital in-
tensive budgets. Lindsay (1976) suggests that they have a preference for more
visible inputs ( police cars rather than training for example) since they are easier
to justify in the appropriation process. The competing hypothesis are formalized
and tested on municipal data by Grosskopf and Hayes(1993). They ¯nd that the
organizations are indeed somewhat ine±cient but that there is no simple system-
atic in the way the ine±ciency is introduced, i.e. via technical ine±ciency or via
allocative ine±ciencies with preferences for sta® or capital.
So the general idea of the rational choice perspective advocated here is that
there are gains from ine±ciency and therefore costs of improving e±ciency. The
gains are derived from the ability to o®er on-the-job complementary payment,
to improve incentives, and to ease planning, coordination and innovation in an
uncertain environment. Also the gains may be associated with the fact that
the units have other preferences, bureaucracy, or are exploiting special market
conditions, rent seeking. Since we typically are ignorant about those gains and
costs, we can not conclude that ine±ciency as such should be eliminated. What
we can do instead is to model the slack selection process and use this together
with observed slack to make inference about the relative value of di®erent types
of slack. In this way, we try to operationalize and measure the relative value
of di®erent types of slack and we try to do so in a manner that can encompass
several of the explanations above.
It is worth emphasizing that the apparently con°icting interpretations of in-
e±ciency may all be simultaneously true. The idea that slack has value may
obviously be interpreted as a mis-speci¯cation of the basic model in the sense
that important outputs have been suppressed, cf. also below. The advantage of
the rational choice perspective however is that it gives structure to the omitted
variables and hereby disciplinewhat can be excused as a model mis-speci¯cation.
Similarly, the idea of slack having value does not necessarily mean that slack
has value in a broader social context or that all slack has value. In a broader
perspective, the slack may re°ect a waste or misallocation due to ine±cient so-
cial constructions (e.g. defects of taxation). Also, some ine±ciency is probably
"waste" in many contexts. Workers using sub-optimal work procedures may pro-
vide just as much e®ort and get just as little bene¯t from the work itself as
worker using more e±cient routines. Hence, the routines related ine±ciency in
this case is of no value4.The distinction between valuable and non-valuable waste
is a challenging one. Our rational choice perspective will put some restrictions
on the distinction and some behavior may still be classi¯ed as wasteful as we will
explainbelow. Still, in most cases it probably requires a deeper analysis of thena-
ture of the slack to distinguish valuable form non-valuable slack. Put di®erently,
while the traditional waste interpretation may be to harsh on organizations, we
4This is not to say that even this case cannot be rationalized. We may see the value of
"waste" as a way more able workers are being rewarded for compared to less able ones.
4may be too soft.
Observe that by introducing the perspectiveof ine±ciency as a rational choice
we challenge the black-box view of ine±ciency underlying Leibenstein's tradition
of X-e±ciency which is, in fact, used in much of the modern literature on produc-
tivity analysis (including the well-known method of Data Envelopment Analysis
(DEA), see e.g. Charnes, Cooper and Rhodes (1978)). As pointed out by Stigler
(1976), the task of economists is not so much to point at ine±ciencies but rather
to explain why di®erences in e±ciency occur. Once understood and modelled
we are more quali¯ed to deal with issues of e±ciency. In the present paper we
try to provide such a model which explains why we may observe di®erences in
technical e±ciency among otherwise similar production units. Stigler(1976) and
Leibenstein(1966,78) both recognize the presence of di®erences in e±ciency be-
tween¯rms, that is, thepresenceof X-ine±ciency but whereas Stigler argues that
the di®erences are the result of ¯rms maximizing their individual value function,
Leibenstein believes that the di®erences are caused by non-maximizing behavior.
The danger of ascribing X-ine±ciency to the presence of non-maximizing behav-
ior is that the conclusion seems to be that society (or the shareholders) can gain
by forcing the ine±cient ¯rm to be on the production frontier as in the under-
lying philosophy of DEA or productivity analysis in general. However, if what
appears to be technical ine±ciency at ¯rst sight actually is the result of rational
and optimizing behavior of the ¯rm such undertakings seem fruitless indeed, if
not directly harmful over time.
The rational view suggests that the excess resource usages that show up as
ine±ciency are not just wasted. Rather, they are used to produce outputs that
are not accounted for, e.g. a loyal pool of highlyquali¯ed and content employees,
or to substitute for inputs that are not accounted for, e.g. a higher direct wage
bill or higher turn-overs in the labor force. In this sense, ine±ciency represents a
measurement problem - what vanished in a crude model may play a useful role in
a more detailed andcomprehensivemodel. In this paper, we thereforeaccept that
model mis-speci¯cations may be at stake. We do, however, not forego the idea
of measuring ine±ciency on this ground. Rather, we suggest that the observed
"ine±ciencies" may proxy for the omitted aspects or values of slack and that this
proxy may be used to predict more precisely the results of changes in the control
instruments as well as to de¯ne other types of measurement, e.g. measures of
allocative e±ciency.
In terms of methodology, we will suggest a rather general model of the slack-
selection which wecan then calibrate on observed data byinvoking the rationality
hypothesis. We do so within a framework of traditional production economics as
in e.g. Debreu (1951), Farrell (1957), FÄ are (1988), Koopmans(1951)and Shephard
(1970). The paper is also related to much of the work we have donecombining in-
centive theoryandproductivityanalysis theory,cf. e.g.. Bogetoft(1994ab,95,97,2000),
in the sense that wetry to model more explicit an economic model explaining the
determinants of ine±ciency. Related work is also Haskel and Sanchis(1995,2000).
5In a more restricted setting in terms of technologies, they use an employer-
employee bargaining model to understand the determinants of the Farrell mea-
sures of technical and allocative ine±ciency. Compared to these agency related
contributions, however, we here develop a framework and a set of formulations
that are more aligned with traditional, multiple dimensional production eco-
nomics and less with the - from a production theoretical perspective - simple
and stylized models used in the agency literature. Conceptually, the paper is
also related to the "nonparametric production analysis" or "nonparametric tests
of optimizing behavior" literature as Varian (1984, 1985, 1990) calls it. This
approach, rooted in the theory of revealed preference of Samuelson(1947) and
the work of Afriat (1972) and Hanoch and Rotschild (1972), has many technical
similarities to DEA as pointed e.g. out by Banker and Maindiratta (1988) and
FÄ are and Grosskopf (1995), and is not void of applications, cf. e.g.. Chavas and
Cox(1990, 1992, 1995). A fundamental di®erence to muchof modern productivity
analysis literature and DEA in particular is that where DEA is mostly concerned
of identifying and measuring the degree of "ine±ciency/irrationality", this lit-
erature is mostly occupied with making inference of producer behavior in the
spirit of the revealed preference approach after the empirical test ¯rst con¯rms
rationality (consistency with a given optimization hypothesis, i.e. full e±ciency
of all DMUs), see Varian(1984). If departures from rationality are observed, they
are typically "explained away" by measurement errors (Varian, 1985) or omitted
variables (Varian, 1988).
To formalize and operationalize the rational perspective, we introduce in Sec-
tion 2 a model of thevalues derived from di®erent types of remunerations, o®-the-
job as well as on-the-job. In Section 3 wede¯ne some key aspects of thecorporate
governance structure in terms of alternative planning or control regimes, one be-
ing price based and the other being restriction based. It is within these control
systems that rational behavior leads to ine±ciencies and we therefore need to
understand these systems to make inference about the revealed values. In Sec-
tion 4 and 5, we show how a rational Decision Making Unit (DMU) will respond
in these systems. We use these responses together with observed behavior to
estimate the value trade-o®s in the DMU in Section 6. Some applications of the
estimated value models in decision making, incentive provision and productivity
analysis are discussed in Section 7 and some ¯nal remarks are provided in Section
8.
2 The Model
We consider a setting where a DMU has used inputs x 2 R
p




To simplify the exposition, we focus on the input space.5 A technology is
5Generalizations to cases were both excess inputs and output shortage may have value is
6therefore de¯ned by the input requirement set
L = fx 2 R
p
+jx can produce yg
Let L be non-empty, closed, free disposable (comprehensive, i.e. L + R
p
+ µ L),
and for ease of exposition convex6.
We de¯ne the e±cient subset of L as F(L) = fx





] ) x" = 2 Lg: The e±cient subset represents the technically e±cient
production plans. It involves no "waste" or excessive consumption of inputs.
Consider now the case where the DMU has used an ine±cientinput combination
x 2 LnF(L). We will think of this as a result of the DMU (or some agents
inside the DMU) having value for on-the-job consumption. The DMU may have
used the procedures and techniques associated with any production plan z that
weakly dominates x, i.e. any underlying production plan z 2 L with z · x: The
di®erence x¡z represents excess usage of inputs, or what we shall often refer to
as consumption of slack
s = x ¡z 2 R
p
+:
With no further information, we cannot know exactly which plan z the DMU
has used as the "underlying" production plan. We will introduce additional
assumptions belowanduse these to makemorespeci¯cpredictions about z:Along
thesame lines, we cannot say exactly which slackvector theDMU has consumed,
but we know, having observed x; that it belongs to the slack possibility set S(x)
given x de¯ned by:
S(x) = fsjs = (x¡z);z 2 L;z · xg
as illustrated in Figure 1 below.
possible. On the output side, one can for example think of a baker eating some of his own
donuts - or more relevant perhaps, the consumption of own products at farms.
6Much of what we do can be generalized to non-convex technologies. Convexity is however

















Figure 1: The Slack Possibility Set Given Actual Inputs
In addition to slack, the DMU is compensated in terms of direct, o®-the-job
consumption. We shall aggregate the o®-the-job possibilities in a single index,
referred to as pro¯t ¼ for simplicity.
We assume that the DMU's value depends on both o®-the-job pro¯t ¼ 2 R+
and on-the-job slack s 2 R
p
+: For some of the developments below, we simply
need any ordinal preference relation with more preferred to less. For simplicity,
however, we assume the existence of some underlying value function
U = U(¼;s)
that is (strictly) increasing in both arguments, i.e. (¼0;s0) ¸(¼;s) and (¼0;s0) 6=
(¼;s) ) U(¼0;s0) > U(¼;s).7
When we postulate that the DMU has a value function it is of course an open
question whether this value function is related to the shareholders or the employ-
ees (or even managers or workers). However, using a value function as proposed
above this question becomes irrelevant: Assume that we model the shareholders
utility. Clearly, (o®-the-job) pro¯t is important to the shareholders, but it is also
in the interest of the shareholders to include concern for the employees (modelled
by the slack component) as the company bene¯ts from having a content and well
motivated sta®. As an example, many ¯rms use slack (fringe bene¯ts) in the
competition for quali¯ed labor. On the other hand, assume that we model the
7The analysis of this paper can easily be modi¯ed to work with weakly increasing value
functions. The results in this case are similar except that there may be multiple solutions to
our programs and that the properties we developed therefore hold for one as opposed to all
possible solutions.
8employees utility. Clearly, slack is important to the employees, but it is also in
the interest of the employees to include pro¯t in the utility function as they want
the ongoing accept of the shareholders { and without pro¯t ¯rms close. Thus we
may ¯nd that both pro¯t and slack components are important no matter from
which point of view we model the ¯rm's "utility" and the trade-o® between the
two is left for the speci¯c functional form.8
The DMUs ability to control o®-the-job pro¯t and on-the-job slack depends
on the context. Whatever context, however, we assume that the DMU exploits
its possibilities in a rational manner. If the DMU has the ability to choose the
pro¯t-slack vector from some subset ¡of R
1+p




Below, we focus on two contexts or planning regimes, one that uses price signals
and another that uses quantitative restrictions. In both regimes, it is assumed
that the DMU is requested to produceat least the output pro¯le y with associated
input requirement set L.
For analytical purposes, it is particularly useful to assume preferential inde-
pendence between ¼ and s. This means that the level of pro¯t does not a®ect the
trade-o® between the di®erent slack types and in particular that we can rewrite
the value function as
U(¼;s) = V(¼;g(s))
where g(:) : R
p
+ ! R is an increasing function that aggregates the value of the
di®erent types of slack. This simpli¯es the analysis below because it allows us to
separate the choice between on- and of-the-job consumption from the choice of
the composition of on-the-job consumption. A similar separation of income and
e®ort e®ects is commonly introduced in the agency literature.
Example 1: A straightforward possibility is to use an additive model like
U(¼;s) = ®¼ + (1 ¡®)g(s); ® 2 [0;1]:
If® = 1,weobtain a classicalpro¯t center with no internal incentiveproblems.
If ® = 0 we obtain a classical employee / agent organization with no cost saving
incentives.
8Leibenstein (1978) points at empirical evidence stating that monopoly leads to higher costs
than competition - a `loss' that is ascribed to X-ine±ciency. Using our model, `losses' from lack
of competition can be rationalized in the sense that on-the-job slack will play a more dominant
role maximizing the utility of a monopoly: Since the monopoly earns over-normal (o®-the-job)
pro¯ts shareholders are in general content leaving much more room for on-the-job slack to
employees. A somewhat similar line of argument can be found in Parish and Ng (1972) who
includes leisure in the utility function of the monopolist. As such a monopoly may very well
be allocatively e±cient in a broader sense (to be made precise in the following) and yet, on the
surface, appear to be technically ine±cient (or X-ine±cient).
9If, in addition, we assume that the function g(¢) is also a simple additive
function we get the objective function:




Note that this objective is similar to the one used in Bogetoft(1997,2000) in
single inputs (cost) models. For multiple input cases, it is not entirely convenient
because the linear structure typically leads to extreme, non-inner solutions to the
problem of selecting appropriate slack combinations. 2
However, it is easy to imagine more complex slack aggregation functions. We
shall introduce some alternative value of slack aggregation functions in Section
6.
3 Planning Regimes
In this paper, we focus on two contexts or planning regimes. In both regimes, the
DMU is requested to produce at least the output pro¯le y with associated input
requirement set L.
In the price based regime, the DMU is being allocated a certain budget or
total payment b 2 R+: Moreover, it is given input prices w at which inputs can
be acquired. In this case, using inputs x leaves the DMU with pro¯t¼ = b¡w¢x.
The DMU's aim is therefore to solve the following program
max U(¼;s)
¼;s;x
s.t. ¼ · b¡wx
x ¡s 2 L
s ¸0;x ¸ 0
where x is the actual vector of inputs consumed. This program depicts the DMU
under price control as choosing an input combination x and a slack vector s that
are compatible with the output requirement x¡s 2 L. The DMU also picks the
pro¯t level which (given the use of inputs x) can beat most b¡wx. Observe that
we do not require the resulting o®-the-job consumption ¼ to be non-negative nor
to exceed a certain minimum. In many cases, such "individual rationality" or
"limited liability" constraints are of course relevant. They may however be en-
compassed in the present framework by assuming that the U(¼;s) value becomes












Figure 2: Price Based Planning
The DMU's decision problem under price based planning is illustrated in
Figure 2. By decreasing the pro¯t level ¼ = b¡wx, i.e. by moving the pro¯t line
towards north-east, theDMU'sslackpossibilities (as re°ected bythe shaded area)
increases. For any given pro¯t level, the choice of x and s re°ects the relative
weights associated with the di®erent types of slack. If the ¯rst production factor,
say doctors in a hospital, holds all the bargaining power relative to the other
groups of health care personnel, we would expect all gains (slacks) to go to this
group. This means that the DMU will choose s = (s1;s2) proportional to (1;0)
and as large as possible for given x. (We shall develop more precise predictions
of the DMU's choices in the subsequent sections.)
In the restriction based regime, the DMU is given the right to use any input
vector from a set of acceptable input combinations A: We assume that A is
compact and that it does allow the production of y, that is A\L 6= ;. Moreover,
the DMU is given a direct payment or budget b with the interpretation that this




s.t. x 2 A
x¡ s 2 L
s ¸ 0;x ¸ 0
This program depicts the DMU under quantitative restrictions as choosing
an acceptable production plan x 2 A as well as a slack vector s such that the
11resulting resources x¡s can producetherequired amount ofoutput,i.e. x¡s 2 L.
The DMU's decision problem under restriction based planning is illustrated
in Figure 3. In this case, the slack possibilities (as re°ected again by all vectors
commencing and ending in the shaded area) does not depend on the pro¯t but
onlyonthetechnology L and the planning restrictionA. O®-the-job consumption
(pro¯t) is ¯xed and the only concern of theDMU will beto maximizeslacktaking















Figure 3: Restriction Based Planning
4 Production in a Price Based Regime
Consider ¯rst the price based regime, i.e. assume that the DMU is coordinated
by output requirement y; budget b; and input prices w: The rational DMU will
then choose pro¯t ¼; total inputs x and slacks s that solve
max U(¼;s)
¼;s;x
s.t. ¼ · b¡wx
x ¡s 2 L
s ¸0;x ¸ 0
12An optimal underlying production plan z = x ¡ s, is then an allocatively




We record this as a Proposition.
Proposition 1 In an optimal solution to the price based problem, the DMU will
choose an allocatively e±cient input combination as the underlying production
plan z = x¡s 2 Xa.
Proof
By changing the choice variables from ¼;s;x to s;z and by using that U(¼;s)
is increasing in ¼, the DMU's program can be rewritten as
max U(b¡w ¢z ¡ w¢ s;s)
z;s
st z 2 L;s ¸ 0
Again by U(:;:) increasing in the ¯rst variable (pro¯t), the DMU will choose
z 2 L to minimize w ¢ z, i.e. it will choose an allocatively e±cient input combi-
nation z 2 Xa: 2
The content of Proposition 1 is illustrated in Figure 4.
The intuition and interpretation of Proposition 1 runs as follows: The DMU
generates the necessary inputs in the cheapest possible way using z = xa 2 Xa:
Whatever budget is left, b¡w¢xa; is then used for pro¯t and slack. To emphasize
this, note that given an optimal choice of the underlying production plan, the






U(b¡w ¢ xa ¡w ¢s;s)
In Section 6, we shall show how to use the observed solution to this problem to
make at least partial inference about the DMU's trade-o®s between pro¯ts and

















Figure 4: Choice of Underlying Production in Price Based Regime
From the point of view of productivity analysis, Proposition 1 shows that the
traditional de¯nition of allocative e±ciency is useful even in the extended setting
we consider here. Note that in our setting, prices re°ect the market or control
conditions of the planning regimeand they do not necessarily re°ect the values of
the DMU. The values of the DMU are determined by the pro¯t that it generates
(which of course depends at least partly on w) and the slack that it consumes.
The underlying preferences for slacks, say in labor vs capital, does not a®ect the
underlying production plan z = xa - but it will a®ect the actual production plan
x9.
Although the choice of actual production plan x depends on the speci¯c pref-
erences for slack and pro¯t, we can put simple constraints on the possible pro-
duction plans a rational DMU can choose. From Proposition 1 we have that
z = x¡s 2 X
a and since s ¸ 0; we get x 2 X
a+R
p
+. We record this a corollary.
Corollary 1 In an optimal solution to the price based problem, the DMU will
choose the actual production plan as x 2 Xa + R
p
+.
That is, in order to obtain the `optimal' slack possibility set the DMU must
locate itself in a position where some point in Xa will dominate it; the exact
location will of course depend on the speci¯c value function of the DMU. This
again gives rise to a new notion of allocative e±ciency because we may, given our
9As indicated in the introduction, Grosskopf and Hayes(1993) test for di®erences between
the input mix in xa and x in a bureaucracy setting.
14model above, infer that all DMU's in Xa + R
p
+ are potentially allocatively e±-
cient. On the other hand, DMU's that are not in this set are termed allocatively
ine±cient as they could have improved their slack possibilities (and hence their
value from slack) without a®ecting pro¯t, see also Section 7.3.
In other words, a rational DMU will take the following steps to decide how
to produce the required amounts of outputs. First, given the prices w and the
technology L; the DMU identi¯es the cost minimizing point(s) Xa that are able
to produced the requested outputs. Actual input usage must therefore belong
to Xa + R
p
+, i.e. it must use at least the same as an allocatively e±cient plan.
Next, pro¯t decreases as the iso-cost hyperplane moves upwards, and the trade-
o® between on- and o®-the-job consumption determines how much pro¯t should
be forgone to allow for slack possibilities. Finally, given some pro¯t level, maxi-
mization of the slack aggregation function determines the exact location on the
segment of the iso-cost hyperplane that intersects Xa +R
p
+ , e.g. the segment x0
to x00 in Figure 4.
5 Production in a Restriction Based Regime
Consider next the restriction based regime, i.e. assume that the DMU is coordi-
nated by output requirement y; a o®-job-consumption level b; and an acceptable




s.t. x 2 A
x¡ s 2 L
s ¸ 0;x ¸ 0
The objective of the DMU is the same as in the previous regime. It seeks
to maximize the value from o®-the-job payment (pro¯t) and on-the-job compen-
sation (slack). Since the pro¯t in this regime, where there are no possibilities
to trade, is equal to the budget, we have used U(¼;s) = U(b;s) directly in the
formulation of the DMU's problem. Note also that the acceptance set A is deter-
mined bytheshareholders or management and that wethereforein the restriction
based regime has a pure on-the-job slack selection problem.
Before introducing more speci¯c regularities on A it is useful to observe that
to maximize consumption of slack, the DMU will always choose an underlying
production plan z = x ¡ s on the e±cient part of L since otherwise it could
increase at least some slacks without reducing others by simply moving z to one
of the e±cient points that dominates the original proposal. The same reasoning
suggests that the DMU will always choose the actual inputs on the north-east
part of A. To formalize this, we may for any X µ Rp let D(X) = fx 2 Xj8 x0 2
15Rp : [x0 ¸ x; x0 6 =x] ) x0 = 2 Xg, i.e. D(X) is the set of input vectors that
cannot be increased in any dimension in the set X.
Observation: Any optimal solution in the restriction based regime satisfy
z = x¡s 2 F(L) and x 2 D(A)
Proof: Assume that z = 2 F(L). Then by de¯nition there exist an alternative
z0 such that z0 · z and z0 6= z: This means that s0 = x ¡ z0 ¸ s = x ¡ z
and s 6= s0 and by U(b;s) increasing in slacks s, we have a contradiction since
U(b;s
0) ¸ U(b;s) such that (b;s) cannot be an optimal solution to the DMU's
problem. The case x = 2 D(A) similarly leads to a contradiction. 2
To further characterize the optimal choice of underlying production plan z; it
is useful to introduce convexity. Assuming that A is convex, we can showthat the
optimal z - as in the price directed regime - is allocatively e±cient, only now with
respect to a set of prices w de¯ned endogenously from A and the DMU's choice
of actual production plan x. That is, the prices, which are absent as a control
instrument in the restriction based regime, can be developed endogenously and
they can be used to characterize the solution in much the same manner as in the
price directed regime. We record this as a proposition.
Proposition 2 In an optimal solution to the restriction based problem with A
convex, there exists a set of prices w 2 R
p
+ such that x maximizes wx0 over A
and z minimizes wz0 over _ L
Proof:




s.t. s 2 (A¡ L) \ R
p
+
By U(b;s) being increasing in s, an optimal s will belong to the e±cient
part of (A ¡ L) \ R
p
+. Moreover, by A and L convex, so is (A ¡ L) \ R
p
+. It
follows therefore by the weak separation result for convex sets that there exists a
hyperplane with normal vector or associated prices w 2 R
p
+ such that the optimal
s is separated form (A ¡L) \ R
p
+, i.e. such that
ws ¸ ws0 8s0 2 (A ¡L) \ R
p
+
Let x 2 A and z 2 L be the optimal values of the actual and underlying inputs
associated with s. Similarly, let x0 2 A and z0 2 L be the optimal values of the
actual and underlying inputs associated with s0. In particular then s = x¡z and
s0 = x0 ¡z0: It follows from the separation property that
w(x¡z) ¸ w(x0 ¡z0) 8(x0 ¡z0) 2 (A¡L) \R
p
+
By w ¸ 0, it follows that




0) 2 (A¡ L)
16and byconsidering theinequalities resulting when z = z0 and x0 = x, respectively,
we get
wx ¸wx0 8x0 2 A
wz · wz0 8z0 2 L
as desired. 2







Figure 5: Choice of Underlying Production in Restriction Based Regime
We note that Propositions 1 and 2 are closely related. The DMU's problem
in the price based regime can be decomposed into a problem of determining
the optimal pro¯t level, say e ¼, and given this, a pro¯t restricted slack selection
problem of determining the optimal mix of slack s. Let A(e ¼) be the acceptable
production plans given a desired pro¯t level of e ¼, i.e.
A(e ¼) = fx 2 R
p
+je ¼ · b¡wxg
The characterization inProposition 1 is then a special case of thecharacterization
in Proposition 2. To see this note that the only applicable w in Proposition 2




i.e. z must be an allocatively e±cient input combination.
176 Revealed Slack Trade-O®s
The DMU's observable choice of input pro¯le x enables us - together with an
assumption of rational behavior - to make at least partial inference about the
DMU's trade-o® between di®erent types of slack. We shall now demonstrate this
by ¯rst deriving a series of general constraints on the DMU's value function and
secondlyby making explicit inferencein cases witha parameterizedsetof possible
value functions of the Weighted Fairness, Fair Gains and Nash types.
Given the technology L and the observed prices w and pro¯ts ¼ in the price
based regime, we can delineate the set of possible slack vectors available to the
DMU as:
S = fsjs = (x0 ¡z0);z0 · x0;x0 2 L;z0 2 L;wx0 · b¡¼g
= (A(¼) ¡L)\ R
p
+
In a similar way, we can use the technology L and the acceptable plans A in the
restriction based regime to delineate the set of possible slack vectors that the
DMU is choosing from as:










These choice sets are illustrated in Figure 6 below.
The actual slack choice is inferred by invoking rationality and by using our
analysis above. In the price based regime we know that therational choice of z is
allocativelye±cient productionplan,z 2 Xa = fxa 2 R
p
+jxa solves minx02L wx0g.
The actual choice of slack must therefore be some vector
S
¤ = x ¡X
a:
In the restriction based regime, let W be the set of normed price vectors sup-
porting x on A.10 Moreover, let L(W) be the set of e±cient input combi-
nations supported by one of the price vectors in W and dominating x; i.e.
L(W) =
S
w2Wfzjz · x;z solves minx02L wx0g11 .We know that a rational DMU
will choose the underlying production plan z as one of the vectors from L(W).
The actual choice of slack must therefore be some vector
S
¤ = x¡ L(W)
The potential choice set S¤ is illustrated in Figure 6 as well. Note that with
strictly convex sets and unique supporting hyperplanes, these inferred choice sets
are singletons.
10Note that a rational DMU chooses x on A by Proposition 2. If the observed x does not
belong to the e±cient part of A, we can say that the unit is technically ine±cient, cf. the next
Section.














Figure 1: Figure 6: Choice of Slack
We have hereby established sets of slacks that the DMU chooses from, S, and
sets of resulting potential choices, S¤. Combining this allows us to derive a series
of constraints on the DMU's value function U(¼;s):
We record this as Proposition.
Proposition 3 When the observed input use is x, the budget is b, and the prices
are w or the set of acceptable plans is A, the underlying value function U(¼;s)
of a rational DMU must ful¯ll
9s
¤ 2 S
¤8s 2 S : U(¼;s
¤) ¸ U(¼;s)
where S and S¤ are de¯ned as above.
Proof:
The proposition follows directly from the development above. 2
When we make more speci¯c assumptions about the DMU's value function
and the characteristics of the technologies and acceptableinput sets, wecanmake
more precise inference. In many cases, the DMU's implicit slack aggregation can
be uniquely identi¯ed. Speci¯c cases are developed in our next Corollary. First,
however, let us de¯ne some more restricted classes of slack aggregation functions.
Example 2: Instead of de¯ning g(¢) as an ordinary weighted average as in Ex-
ample 1 and hereby implicitly assume that the slack dimensions are preferentially
independent, we may use more complexweighted averages where anypossible de-
pendency between slackdimensions can be modeled through the choice of weights.
19For example, we maywant to assign a higher weight to slackin dimension 1 and 2
together than to slack in dimension 1 and 2 considered separately, i.e. to operate
with super-additive weights. Hence, denote by I = f1;:::;pg the slack index set
and let 2I be the set of all subsets of I. Now, de¯ne non-additive weights ® on
(I;2I) as a set function ® : 2I ! [0;1] such that
i) ®(;) = 0; ®(I) = 1(normalizing the weights)
ii) Let B;C 2 2I where B µ C then ®(B) · ®(C)(monotonicity of weights).
By permuting the indices if necessary we may assume that slacks are increas-
ingly ordered, i.e. s1 · s2 · ::: · sp: Given an increasing order of slacks, let
Bi = fsi;:::;spg; for any i 2 I. With respect to non-additive weights ® we may





For further properties of this functional as well as others, for example, theSugeno
functional see e.g. Fodor and Roubens (1994).
Example 3: When inputs relate to di®erent persons or groups , it is likely
that they negotiate how to split the slack possibilities. Consequently, it may be
relevant to consider a bargaining approach to themodelling of the DMU's values.
An obvious candidate is the asymmetric (Nash) bargaining value
g(s) = s®1
1 ¢s®2






i=1®i = 1; represents the relative bargaining strength
of the di®erent production factors. Note that with equal strength parameters,
®i = ® for all i = 1;:::;p; we obtain the standard Nash bargaining value (see
Nash(1953)). The resulting selection procedure can also be characterized by
Pareto optimality, symmetry, invariance and independence of irrelevant alterna-
tives. For further results and axiomatic characterization of the asymmetric Nash
bargaining solution, see e.g. Peters (1992). 2
Example 4: Another possibility is to use a slack aggregation function that






i=1®i = 1; represents the relative importance of the
factors. The idea behind such a model -with all weights equal - is that the DMU
is no better o® than the worst of its factors. This is in linewith standardRawlsian
fairness considerations, cf. Rawls(1971). Using the same notion of equality but
realizing that the factors mayhavedi®erent alternatives, we could use a fair gains
model
g(s) = minfs1 ¡®1;s2 ¡®2;:::;sp¡ ®pg
20where (®1;:::;®p) 2Rp;
Pp
i=1®i = 1: One interpretation is that (®1;®2;:::;®p),
or (®1 + t;®2 + t;:::;®p + t) for suitable t, represents the outside options of the
di®erent production factors. This model tries to even the gains from cooperation,
i.e. the slack possibilities created in excess of what can be obtained elsewhere. 2
The next Corollary shows how the Nash, Weighted Fairness and Fair Gains
models can be calibrated.
Corollary 2 In cases with i) preferential independence between slack and pro¯t,
U(¼;s) = V(¼;g(s)); ii) a unique strictly positive slack selection S¤ = fs¤g and
iii) a fair weighted slack aggregation g(s) = minf®1s1;®2s2;:::;®pspg, the optimal








In cases with i) preferential independence between slack and pro¯t, U(¼;s) =
V (¼;g(s)); ii) a unique strictly positive slack selection S¤ = fs¤g and iii) a fair
allocation of gains from cooperation g(s) = minfs1¡®1;s2 ¡®2;:::;sp¡®pg, the
optimal estimates of the relative values in best alternative use are




In cases with i) preferential independence between slack and pro¯t, , U(¼;s) =
V (¼;g(s)), ii) a di®erentiable slack aggregation g(:), and iii) a unique supporting






for all i;j = 1;::;p





2 ¢::: ¢ s®p
p ), the bargaining power of the di®erent factors in the Nash







The ¯rst part follows by noting that the most even distribution and therefore
the largest value of g(s) is obtained for ®i proportional to 1=si. The rest is a
norming.
The second part follows from noting that the most even distribution of gains
is accomplished if ®i = si. Now, this does not necessarily make the ® values




@s i ¢ 1
si for any i = 1;::;p
21sum to 1: We should therefore reduce (or expand) with (t;:::;t) = te to hit this
hyperplane. Now to get (s+ te)e = 1 we must choose t = (1 ¡
P
si)=p and we
get ®i = si ¡(1 ¡
P
si)=p.
The third part follows by the requirement that the gradient of g; @g=@s; must
be proportional to the normal of the supporting hyperplane, i.e. to w. One way


























for all i;j = 1;::;p
Combining with ®1+ ®2 + ::: + ®p = 1, we get the desired result. 2
The idea of the Corollary is simple. We can identify the set of possible slacks
S with a given pro¯t level or set of acceptable input vectors. If therefore, there
is an optimal slack point, i.e. S¤ = fs¤g is a singleton, then the optimality of
s¤ over S will often contain su±cient information about the DMU's preferences
to identify the unknown parameters in a class of possible value functions. The
¯rst two results illustrates this. If furthermore, not only the slack vector s¤ but
the slack substitution possibilities (as re°ected by the price vector w) are unique,
we are able to identify the slack aggregation function. The two last cases in the
Corollary illustrates this.
The revelation of slack preferences through the choice of actual input combi-
nations - and in particular the results in Corollary 2 above - are illustrated in the
next example.
Example:
Consider the case with two inputs where L is the smallest convex, comprehen-
sive set containing the input combinations (4;1);(2;2) and (1;4). Also, assume
a price-directed regime with budget b = 8 and prices w = (1;1): Let the actual
choice of inputs be x = (4;3) corresponding to a choice of pro¯t level equal to
¼ = b¡wx = 8¡4¡3 = 1:The allocativelye±cient plan in this caseis xa = (2;2)
such that the inferred slack consumption is s¤ = x¡xa = (2;1):From the analysis
in Proposition 1 we know that the set of feasible slack combinations is actually
S = fs 2 R
p
+js1 + s2 · 3g
since the unique allocatively e±cient plan is xa = (2;2) which leaves a slack
budget of 8 ¡1 ¡2 ¡2 = 3 when a pro¯t of 1 is required.















Figure 7: Choice of Slack in Example Problem
Since the DMU has chosen s = s¤ = (2;1) from this set S of possible slack
combinations, we can make the following claims about the underlying utility
U(¼;s) for pro¯t and slack, cf. also Proposition 3 above:
U(1;(2;1)) ¸U(1;(s1;s2)) 8s1;s2 ¸0 : s1 + s2 ·3
Ifwefurthermoreassumethattheunderlying slacktrade-o® can bemodeled as
weighted fairness, i.e. by a fair weighted slackaggregation g(s) = minf®1s1;®2sg,
































Figure 8: Revealed Slack Trade{O® in Example Problem
If we use a fair gains model, i.e. an equal allocation of gains from cooperation
g(s) = minfs1¡®1;s2 ¡®2g instead, the optimal estimates of the relative values
in best alternative use are
®1 = 2 ¡(1 ¡2 ¡1)=2 = 1 ®2 = 1 ¡(1 ¡2 ¡1)=2 = 0
Finally, if we use that the supporting prices are unique as well, we can use the





2 : The bargaining power of the two inputs become
®1 =
1¢ 2










These slack trade-o®s are illustrated in Figure 8
7 Applications
In the previous sections, we have introduced a new perspective on ine±ciency.
Wehave suggested that ine±ciency does not necessarily represent something that
vanished. Rather, the excess use of resources may represent on-the-job consump-
tion of slack and such slack may be valuable - or it may be so costly to eliminate
as to make it economically ine±cient to strive for technical e±ciency. Moreover,
24we have shown how to use observed production together with information about
thetechnologyto determine the DMU's trade-o® between di®erent types of slack.
This presentation of an alternative framework and an estimation of the forces in
this framework is the primary purpose of this paper.
The next natural step is to consider more speci¯c applications of this new
framework. In this section, we sketch some applications in planning, incentive
provision and productivity analysis.
7.1 Planning
In the economic planning literature, cf. e.g. Bogetoft and Pruzan(1991), Dirickx
and Jennergren (1979) or Johansen(1977,78), the primary means of coordinating
economic units is via price plans or quantitative restrictions. The price based
and restriction based regimes considered above illustrates these planning modes.
If an explicit - or even a partial - model of the DMU's value structure U(¼;s) can
be estimated, one can make rather precise predictions of the rational response to
such controls.
To formalize this, let us assume that the planner uses price control to set the
factor prices, e.g. transfer prices, to w and that he uses restrictions to limit the
use of inputs to X and the budget to b . Using an estimated value model U(¼;s);
we can now predict the response by the DMU. Therational response of the DMU





x 2 X;z 2 L;
To illustrate the use of an inferred value of slack model, consider the example
from the last section. If we consider variations in the prices, we see from Figures
7 and 8 that a general shift in budget or in the price level (but not in the relative
prices) will lead to a linear expansion or contraction in the Nash and Weighted
Fairness Models. Movements in the Fair Gains Model will however be along the
slack line through (1,0) and (2,1). In terms of input vectors, this means that
expansions / contractions in the ¯rst cases will happen along the line through
(2,2) and (4,3) while it will happen along the line through (2,2), (3,2) and (4,3)
in the latter case. Figure 9 illustrates this.
25x2

















Figure 9: Reaction Paths to Varying Budget Restrictions
Note also that if we change the relative prices but not the budget needed for
the original slack combination (2,1), we see that for variations that do not alter
the allocative e±ciency of z = (2;2), the response in the Nash Model will be to
favor the less costly input while there will be no substitution in the Weighted
Fairness and Fair Gains Models. In similar ways, one can analyze the rational
responses to new types of restrictions on input usage.
7.2 Incentives
When prices are changed or restrictions are introduced on the budget or - more
generally - on the input usage directly, it is important to take into account the
incentive e®ects on the DMU in terms of both direct o®-the-job pro¯t and indi-
rect on-the-job slack. More speci¯cally, it is important to respect the individual
rationality of the DMU. The DMU, whether a single or a multiple agents organi-
zation, mayrequire a certain minimal value to continue. Similarly, it is important
to respect theincentive compatibility constraints. If a particular behavior, i.e. the
choice of a particular underlying production plan z and a particular slack plan
s, is intended then it must be in the best interest of the DMU itself to pick this
within the planning regime.
To illustrate incentive provision, consider the planner's problem of designing
the price and budget levels to minimize the cost of inducing the DMU to produce
the desired output y: If the actual cost to the planner of providing inputs x is
26c(x), his contract design problem reads:
min b+ c(x) ¡wx
b;x;w;z
st U(b¡wx;x ¡z) ¸U IR
z 2 argminz02L wz0 IC ¡z
U(b¡wx;x ¡z) ¸U(b¡wx0;x0 ¡ z) 8x0 ¸z IC ¡x
The objective in this program is to minimize the cost of resources c(x) plus the
net-payment b¡wx to the DMU. The ¯rst constraint is the individual rationality
constraint IR. It requires that the value to the DMU from selecting the intended
plan is at least its reservation utility. The next constraint is part of the needed
incentivecompatibilityconstraints. IC¡z uses Proposition 1, i.e. the optimality
of choosing the underlying production plan as an allocatively e±cient one. The
third set of incentive compatibility constraints, IC ¡x, makes it a best response
for the DMU to make a total use x of the inputs:
In practice, we may not know the reservation value of a DMU. We may how-
ever assume that it was ful¯lled in the last period and try to make reallocations
that does not reduce the resulting value to the DMU. To illustrate this, assume
that the budget, prices and inputs used in the last period was e b; e w; and e x. The
planner can therefore in the program above use U := U(e b¡ e we x; e x¡z( e w)); where
z( e w) is an allocatively e±cient input vector with prices e w:
Even more fundamentally, wemay assume that the planner does not know the
trade-o®s between slacks nor the trade-o®s between slack and pro¯t. That is, he
only knows that there is some underlying function U(¼;s) that increases in pro¯t
and slack. Although he now has very limited information, his possibilities to
suggest welfare improving reallocations are not entirely crippled. He may simply
ensure that neither the pro¯t level nor the set of slack possibilities are reduced.




st b¡wx ¸ e b¡ e we x IR ¡¼
S(x) ¶ S(e x) IR ¡s
x 2 L
Here, we have assumed again that the planning can only take place using a
budget and a demand for output y: The rest is left for the DMU. More advanced
planning instruments (transferprices deviating from market pricesto the planner,
quantitative restrictions etc.) could be looked for like above.
7.3 Productivity Measures
Although we have developed a framework that can rationalize several instances
of ine±ciency, there are still behavioral patterns that represent "waste". In other
27words, it is possible to test and reject the rationality hypothesis. To see this,
consider the restriction based regime depicted in Figure 10 below.
Three production plans, x1;x2 and x3, are shown, all of which involve irra-
tional waste of resources.
In the ¯rst production plan, x1, the DMU does not consume all the available
slack given the acceptable set A. It could move north-east and get more of all
slacks. We could call this organizational ine±ciency in the new framework.13
In the second production plan, x
2; the choice of inputs is not compatible
with the hypothesis of maximizing slacks given input prices which result in the
cost minimizing allocation xa. Whatever underlying production plan z · x2 is
associated with x2; the DMU is left with less of both slacks than what can be
accomplished by using the allocatively e±cient plan z = xa and an appropriate
x on the "e±cient" part of A above z, i.e. x such that x ¸ xa and x 2 D(A).
Production in x2 can be called allocatively ine±cient since the DMU has not










Figure 10: Irrational Ine±ciencies
The last production plan, x3, may be allocatively e±cient, namely if the
slack trade-o® favors a large slack in the ¯rst dimension. If however, the slack
aggregation is knownto followa morespeci¯cmodel, say a Nash modelwithequal
13From the point of view of the DMU, we could even call it technical ine±ciency since it
implies that the DMU has not moved to the frontier of its slack possibility set.
28bargaining strengths, x3 can be termed ine±cient as well. In this case, we have
an instance of preferentially allocative ine±ciency - or simply value ine±ciency
- in the sense that the DMU has not managed to take full account of its - in
another context - revealed slack trade-o®s.
In all three cases, it is straightforward to use an estimated value function to
measure the "value" of the ine±ciency. The di±cult part is to estimate the value
function properly.
There are of course manyother ways to use the present frameworkin produc-
tivity analysis. To illustrate, the observation of x2 could be rationalized if the
technology was di®erent. We can therefore stick to the presumed rationality and
instead use the observation of x2 to extend the technology L. Another develop-
ment would be to introduce non-parametric models of the values of slack and to
estimate these - together with the technology - using the observed productions.
It may also be worthwhile to introduce a notion of "the least costly e±ciency
improvement" by determining the path from a given x to F(L) that marginally
reduces the value of the slack the least.14The contraction path developed for our
numerical example in Section 7.1 illustrates this.
8 Final Remarks
The aim of this paper has been to introduce a view of ine±ciency as potentially
rational. We have modeled this by introducing an aggregate description of a
DMU's intention as one of maximizing both pro¯ts and slack. From observed
production plans, we can make at least partial inference about the DMU's trade-
o® between on-the-job consumption of slack and o®-the-job consumption of pro¯t
as well as between the consumption of di®erent types of slack. We have also
sketched somepossible applications of this perspective within planning, incentive
provision and productivity measurements.
From the point of view of productivity analysis, the crucial feature of our
approach is that we look at the DMU from the "inside". In this respect, we chal-
lengethetraditional black-boxview of ine±ciencyunderlying Leibenstein(1966)'s
X-e±ciency which is, in fact, used in much of the modern literature on produc-
tivity analysis. We follow the suggestions of Stigler(1976) and see the task as
one of explaining why di®erences in e±ciency may occur. Once understood and
modelled we are more quali¯ed to deal with issues of e±ciency. From the DMU's
perspective, thereare manyreasonsto have ine±ciency. We try to captureseveral
of these reasons in a model that can be at least partially calibrated on observed
14It may be useful to compare our perspective to the literature combining Data Envelopment
Analysis and Multiple Criteria Decision Making. In particular the notion of value e±ciency
introduced by Halme e.a.(1999) is interesting here and the two approaches do share some
similarities although our approach relies only on implicit value revelation based on observed
productions and the value e±ciency approach relies on additional, explicit value elicitation.
29data. Hereby, the approach becomes operational and may be used to improve
planning, incentive provision and productivity measurements. In other words, we
do not solely try to explain why di®erences may occur.. In fact, we use rather
stylized organizational perspectives. We seek also to measure the forces involved,
including the relative value of di®erent types of slack in the DMU, and to sug-
gest how this can a®ect the "outside" view of organizations used in traditional
productivity analysis.
There are many ways to extend the approach suggested here. From the point
of view of developing our framework further, however, we suggest that in partic-
ular three avenues will be productive. First it is worthwhile to extend and re¯ne
thestillstylized view of organizational behavior adoptedhere. It is worthwhilefor
example to expand on the di®erent uses of slack and to consider alternative con-
trol regimes. Secondly, it is important to develop more theoretical "applications"
in greater details. It is worthwhile for example to re-think basic concepts like
allocative e±ciency in this new framework and to consider how to make speci¯c
e±ciency measurements using information about the trade-o® between slacks.
Also, it relevant and most likely possible to combine with models of satis¯c-
ing behavior, with other (and most challenging some non-parametric) bargaining
models, with uncertainty models and with some alternative regulatory models.
Thirdly, it would be interesting to estimate some of the more speci¯c models on
actual data sets and see how it would modify more speci¯c planning, incentive
or productivity measurement problems. We leave all of this for future research.
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